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rootin’, tootin’ Texas
Iis angloomy,
grouchy farm

where animals work overtime
and life has lost its charm.
But when Rooster gets a
jitterbug, all the animals
catch boogie fever and
can’t stop dancing! Pigs polka.
Sheep shimmy and swing.
Chickens cha-cha. What will
Rooster cock-a-doodle do
to stop the barnyard bash?
From the f ine-feathered team
of Christine Tricarico and
Rich Deas comes a rollicking
read-aloud, where—from the
henhouse to the pigpen—
there’s a whole lotta

shakin’

goin’ on!
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Cock-A-Doodle DANCE!
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Deas

Rich Deas is a designer, illustrator,
and currently a creative director for
a children’s book publisher. At a young
age, he used to watch his father draw
character sketches and images of
childhood heroes. Emulating his dad,
Rich began doodling and then honed
his skills at Loyola University in
New Orleans. He resides in Glen Ridge,
NJ, with his wife and two sons, and is
happy to report that he is continuing
to do what he loves: create.

Tricarico

Christine Tricarico lives
in Michigan with her daughter, Fallon,
their puppy, Oden, bunny, Niner, and
two kittens. When Christine’s not
busy creating whimsical stories, she
can be found evoking laughter among
the elderly at her day job as a gerontology assistant. She’s been known
to dance with her dogs, bunny hop
through her gardens, and cook up a
kickin’ kitchen salsa! Visit Christine
online at christinetricarico.com.
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